RECRUITING STATEMENT AND FRAUD ALERT

It has been brought to our attention that individuals have been acting as Caesars talent specialists or Human Resource representatives and offering employment opportunities within Caesars Entertainment and its affiliated brands. We take this matter very seriously and are working to effectively address this issue. By raising awareness, we hope to keep you from becoming a victim of fraud and stop these scams.

Recruitment fraud is, unfortunately, a sophisticated and widespread scam intended to steal money or personal information. All jobs with Caesars Entertainment or its affiliated brands will be posted on our Careers website. A job opening described in an email or website that does not also appear on our Careers website is likely fraudulent. You may also receive fraudulent documents which appear legitimate and may include a job description, salary information, and/or details about benefits packages. After extending a fictitious offer, these individuals often ask for payments for various items. Caesars will never ask potential candidates for sensitive financial information during the recruitment process; neither will we ask or require money transfers or any form of payment from candidates to secure a job.

We extend offers of employment only after a comprehensive interview process, which includes meeting the hiring manager in person. We will not request personal information such as a social security number, birth date, banking information, or other financial details until after a legitimate offer of employment has been extended.

If you receive a fraudulent job offer, please let Caesars Entertainment know by emailing, reportjobscam@caesars.com

To educate yourself on how to spot a job scam, visit this site. https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0243-job-scams